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 MACHINE DESIGN.
In still larger and heavier wheels the hub is generally made entirely separate from the arms. The rim is made in as many segments as there are arms. Sometimes the arm is cast with the segment and sometimes the arms and segments are cast separately. The hub is commonly made in the form of a pair of disks having a space between them to receive the arms which are fastened to them by means of accurately lilted through bolts.
Unless the wheel is to be a forced lit on its shaft it is best to have three equally spaced keyways, so that it may be kept accurately centered with the shaft.
In these large wheels the joints of tin* segments of  the rim
are usually midway between the arms and steel straps or links
"fTi 'jT""7   slu'h   as   are   shown   in    Fig.    11)3   are
~^~^J     heated and  dropped   into  recesses pre-
Fl0' IQ3-	viously fitted to receive them.    As they
cool, their contraction draws the joint together. They should not, however, be subjected to a very great initial tension of this sort. The form shown at A is most commonly used. The links arc made of high grade steel and their area is such that their tensile strength equals that of the reduced section of the rim. The areas subjected to shear and compression must also have this strength.
Taking the nature of the stresses into consideration it is clear that the rim should always be as deep radially as possible to resist the flexure action, also that the arms should be near together. Many arms are much better than a few and a disk or web is still better.*
The strongest wheel having arms will be one whose rim is cast in a single piece, while the arms and hubs are cast as a second piece. On the inside of the rim then* art* lugs between which
* Disk wheels have the further advantage of offering Uw* resistance to the air. This may be a considerable item. See Cassier's Mag,» Vol. :.% pp. «>77 &nd 761.

